
Elephants, lions, giraff es, zebras and monkeys feel jolly in the 
LIRICO collection. And a wide variety of palm trees, banana leaves, 
imaginative fl owers and a wonderful striped pattern are also de-
lighted to be part of this exotic, yet unexcited collection. 
Sophisticated and natural at the same time. This was particularly 
successful with these two or three coloured non-woven wallpapers 
and wall paintings. Thanks to the reduced yet very clever use of 
colours, each pattern brings its own and individual atmosphere 
into the room, either alone or in combination. 
Colourful is not an attribute of this collection, but there’s still a lot 
of energy to be found in the colours. The colour palette leaves 
nothing to be desired and ranges from diff erent white and natural 
tones to fresh colours such as golden yellow, rust red, mint green, 
sage green, cobalt blue and black. And even for those who don‘t 
want to do without a little glamour, there are fantastic wallcover-
ings with a golden sheen.  

More information: https://lirico.rasch.de

• non-woven wallcovering collection
• 10.05 x 0.53 m 
• taste collection

Key data
• 34 wallcoverings & 8 murals
• validity 2025
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Natural exotic 
atmosphere 
to feel good



Lions, elephants, monkeys, zebras and giraffes 
await our visit under shady trees. The wonderful 
black drawings against the finely structured white 
background feature gorgeous scenes of the 
fascinating African wildlife. This is how we bring 
adventure to your living room or bedroom.

Join us  
for a safari!

The designs

555035555028555011

Without a doubt, urban jungle is the 
look du jour. You can now apply this 
trend straight to your walls with a 
striking motif that lends a natural touch 
to your home. The brilliant drawings of 
tropical palm trees, other exotic plants 
and the other depictions that can be 
seen in the background create a relaxed 
and lively atmosphere.

Lush  
palm forest

555141

555134555127555110

555165555158



Imaginative floral patterns don‘t always have 
to be colourful. Even with a little colour, clever 
graphic design can skilfully set the scene for the 
world of botany. Here, artistic flowers and leaves 
in black and white are generously scattered 
across the finely textured rust red background. 
This non-woven wallcovering transforms any wall 
into a work of art.

Floral  
masterpiece

555349555332555325

555370555363555356



If you fancy lying beneath palm trees every day, 
then simply cover your walls with these fine, 
exotic plants. Palm fronds with filigree leaves in 
black skilfully set the scene against a finely tex-
tured, creamy white background. As a result, this 
non-woven wallcovering adds a touch of tropical 
flair to any home. 

Dreaming under 
palm trees

555745555738555721

Fortunately, this pattern never goes out of style and 
always lends a fabulously decorative touch to our walls. 
The elegant non-woven wallcoverings with a fine tex-
ture feature casual stripes and lines in different widths. 
The result is a wonderful home decor that immediately 
evokes the feeling of home.

Classics at  
their best

555646555639555622



555851

555844555837555820

555912555882555875

555868

555974555950555943

555936555929

To redress your home, it’s best to opt for textile 
looks. Every wall is set off to its best advantage when 
dressed in fine linen. This non-woven wallcovering 
in elegant black gives the room a fresh look. With its 
textile structure, it provides a naturally beautiful and 
clear look.

Simply beautiful.



The small family of elephants has chosen a 
beautiful, peaceful spot of earth as its home. The 
view over this wonderful lake with small islands, 
natural bridges and a wonderful world of plants 
is simply sensational. The two-colour mural guar-
antees a feel-good atmosphere and always puts a 
smile on your face. 

Elephant happiness

murals

556155556131556117
4240 x 3000 mm4240 x 3000 mm4240 x 3000 mm

556162556148556124
3710 x 2650 mm3710 x 2650 mm3710 x 2650 mm



You don‘t even have to travel far for a tropical 
holiday feeling. Fortunately you can now enjoy 
the palm forest right in your home with this 424 
cm x 300 cm mural. In elegant sepia colours,  
wide variety of tropical plants thrive on the wall 
without THE NEED FOR watering . Simply en-
sconce yourself in the middle of it all and enjoy 
the view. 

Tropical vibes  
at home

556230556193556179
4240 x 3000 mm4240 x 3000 mm4240 x 3000 mm

556247556223556186
3710 x 2650 mm3710 x 2650 mm3710 x 2650 mm

556278556254
4240 x 3000 mm4240 x 3000 mm

556285556261
3710 x 2650 mm3710 x 2650 mm


